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About This Content

The Red Solstice Soundtrack is the official soundtrack which includes a collection of 18 tracks from the game. Music composed
by Bianca Ban features a range of styles; from dark atmospheric, epic hybrid music to industrial metal combined with orchestral

arrangements.

1. Horrors of Mars
2. Violent Storm

3. Red Fog
4. Ready for battle

5. On The Hunt
6. Facing The Beast

7. Calm before the storm
8. Battle for survival

9. Insurgency
10. A Hero Stands, a Hero Falls

11. Rising Tide
12. Fallen ones

13. Lost Generation
14. Hope Against Hope

15. Solar
16. On the Run

17. Eye of the Storm
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18. Final Escape
19. The Red Solstice Theme

Soundtrack is located inside
Root:\Programs\Steam\SteamApps\common\TheRedSolstice\The Red Solstice Soundtrack
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the red solstice soundtrack

Atleast for me, it wasn't a great game, I was expecting more, didn't get what I was hoping for. Some may like it, some may not,
me, I don't like it. Graphics are great, gameplay can be a little bit better though.. well done and not a bad price. What
immediately sets Tales from the Borderlands (TftB) apart from its predecessors, is the fast paced & frequent action
sequences. Much of the game feels like it is a rollercoaster ride, with the polish of a Hollywood blockbuster. It is evident from
these sequences that Telltale have come a long way in creating ever more complex scenes to immerse the player.

TftB is a tale of two. Uniquely, the narrative has introduced two protagonists, Rhys (the ‘company man’ but deep down good guy)
& Fiona (the seasoned hustler/con artist). As you progress through the story, you frequently get to replay the same ‘scene’ from
each of their perspectives. This is creatively woven together with an over-arching storyline & flashbacks. Although it does jump
around quite a bit it remained easy to keep track due to the well-crafted story & dialog. I think it was a bold move from a story-
telling perspective but this spin works surprisingly well.

The chemistry between Rhys & Fiona makes for some great verbal jousting, often bickering like an old married couple arguing
semantics with some witty banter. The jokes come thick & fast between all the characters interactions, many of which had me
laughing so hard! The bro-tastic scene was terrific & some of the other embellishment ‘dream’ scenes were hilarious! It’s not
only in the dialog that holds comedic value, but also in the physical comedy that ensues throughout, from the clever facial
expressions to the crazy antics in the all-out action scenes.

All of the characters introduced through the episodes were memorable, great personalities & well voice acted. Hugo Vasquez
was one of my favs, voiced by Patrick Warburton, (can’t help but seeing Vasquez as Joe Swanson's evil twin!) along with the ever-
so-adorable Gortys; it’s certainly not hard to become fond of the characters you encounter.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=545959976 I found myself with many ‘WOW’ moments like you see
above, that just were begging for a screenshot to be taken! The world is saturated with colour & rich in detail, with many scenes 
(& camera angles) used providing something interesting or hidden to discover (if you look closely). I expect there is more Easter
Eggs I didn’t even notice not being a player of the original Borderlands series. Rhys has cyborg implants to add another layer to
what you can see in the world, which also introduces a number of other gameplay elements that I won’t spoil for you. :)

My leisurely play though took around 10 hours for the 5 episodes with no real technical issues to report. I did see a couple of
minor texture popping issues & the odd clipping issues but neither lasted long enough to detracted from the experience.

Only two really minor improvement suggestions I have is that TftB, unlike many games, does not pause the game when wireless
controller loses connection or has dead batteries. With timing a big factor by design it would be nice if it was better supported
for those that do not have a keyboard handy (Hail, to all the Couch Commanders!) to pause automatically so none of those
precious seconds are lost.

Secondly, there are scenes using a new, more ‘fighting style-esque’ multi direction responses. The response time of the game was
slow when having to hit multiple directions or buttons, often resulting in having to hit them several times before they register.

I did really enjoy the more complex fighting/action sequences overall; it felt at times like a 21st century version of a Dragon’s
Lair or Space Ace game! Just wish it was harder! After seeing what was accomplished in the action scenes here, I would love to
see a pure action game from Telltale in the future with a stronger focus on timing & precision.

My minor gripes aside, there is really is nothing to fault in this excellent action adventure game (So very glad I didn’t have to
wait between episodes to complete this time). I enjoyed this one so much I played through the last 4 chapters in the same day.

I didn’t want the rollercoaster to stop!

I laughed, I had fun .. I had a blast!

If you enjoyed reading this review, please follow True Blue Reviews for more recommendations!. Ive played this game on two
seperate occasions and both times have come to the same conclusion.
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The only time you will get enjoyment out of this game is when you are with a group of friends, the rest of the game is a giant
grind.

I really wanted to enjoy this game, but it's hard when the community sucks so bad and you are limited to what you can do as a
single person.

If you really want to waste hours away trying somthing "new" (Actually Old) It's a solid game.

I'm giving it the thumbs up for surviving this long and having players still, but I can't torture myself anymore.. The game is quite
interesting, especially in terms of gameplay. It is a pity that the game has only 9 levels, I would like to see new types of weapons
and their customization. another thing I wanted to draw attention to-soundtrack, it is needed here! I hope that later the developer
will add additional content.. My feelings were mixed regarding this DLC at the first sight. I had trouble playing with it, there
were many glitches and the game crashed many times. Picking up the game after 1 or 2 weeks the glitches were gone and the
crashes stopped happening and I had no trouble playing this since then.

I have to be amazed by the detail and quality Halycon Media delivers to this platform. On day routes 25-35 and 15-45 the line
you have to drive on alternates each turn which adds up to the simulation experience and makes it more realistic. There are also
nice, long routes involving driving on motorways and narrow roads of small villages. The night routes are introducing another set
of experiences by combining the stops of different routes as well as introducing new stops along the way.

The bus itself is rather easy to handle. With the predefined camera positions you are able to oversee the boarding of the
passengers, check for oncoming traffic in intersections and before merging lanes. The on-board computer is easy to use, the
announcements are loud and clear. I'm properly amazed by the fact that the destination displays are going to energy saving mode
a few minutes after you pull the ignition key out.

There are some minor issues however which I need to list here. I imagine it's for the sake of performance but there are only a
few AI cars driving on the streets and they are behaving like idiots on the motorways - stepping on the brakes, merging lanes,
etc.

Also, with the settings I'm currently using there are no trams or light-rail vehicles on the map. I don't know whether they are
included or not but it would be nice to have those too since there are many stops on the map where your virtual passengers can
change to light-rail lines.

If you like driving in big cities as well as in small villages and love the atmosphere of Germany you will love this one.. The
length of that intro was unnecessary.. OVERALL RATING: 3 out 5 stars

Worms Pinball - $7.99

People who wish to claim they put this out: Team17 Digital Ltd

Consists of 1 Table with 3 Balls per play.

Played on an i-7, 16 GB RAM, Nvidia GTX 1070 8GB RAM, 2 TB 7200 RPM HDD

Positives: The Game didn't crash on me and for a game that came out orignally in 1998 it has really held up well! Gameplay is
entertaining, physics feels similar to Epic Pinball to me.

Negatives: Price is the deamon for this, who wants to pay that high for an old game really.

Enough said.

Darkendone{LDH}. It's been less than a day in early access and yet I'm surprised at just how good the game is. When I was first
playing there was some really bad issues with tooltips, and the ui not being fully translated but luckily they hotfixed it within
hours. The devs really follow the hub closely to. I posted a bug report and had a reply within minutes from a dev even though it
was night over there in Korea.
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The combat is great though and entirely skill based. Armour doesn't really last long and falls apart after a couple hits so it
doesn't matter much. Higher leveled weapons give you a slight edge but not to much. Default weaponry holds it's own against
leveled weaponry very well. Each of the different weapon classes also has a huge affect on your playstyle. I've used the one
handed sword style the most followed by duel wielding since it just matches my playstyle pretty well that I developed in
Chivalry. A lot of people I've seen though opt for the board and sword or warhammer though.

This game is going to get a great competitive scene going I think.
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This game is terrible. It's glitchy as hell. Some sort of video tried to play in the middle of the game play. Looked like the start to
a terrible porno. Then I got stuck in the kids room and there was no way out. I checked out other game plays and after a little bit
the door just opened, but mine never did. I couldn't even finish this game. Even before the game messed up it still wasn't fun.
All you did was run in around a big house and try to find notes. Nothing truly scary and the story line was all over.. The game
does now work on Oculus Rift, however it does need some fine tuning.. So what's the game about? You're a crow, naturally,
flying around, collecting \/ discovering things while upgrading your abilities until you're ready to take on "bosses"... then you
decide if you're a good crow or EEEEEEEEEEEVIL crow by cursing the beaten boss!

Crow ain't too bad and a welcome change of pace after a few hours into Alien: Isolation, to say the least!

It is originally a Mobile game that got ported to PC and I'd say the porting to PC ain't too shabby. For a mobile game, its fun and
it has decent music to keep you engaged in the game. The downside is... that game is very short and once you do finish it, no
replay value at all.

All in all, I usually stay away from Mobile ports but I'd say this one is actually a decent game to give a shot someday! The
soundtrack alone is worth the purchase since it is included freely with the game!

PROS:
+Soundtrack is good and freely included with the game.
+Soothing gameplay.
+Interesting story for a mobile game!
+Atmospheric visuals.

CONS:
-Game designed as a mobile game so the controls aren't always very responsive.
-Very short and no replay value at all.
-Besides screen resolution, no other options to fiddle around the settings (might change later).

RECOMMENDATION:
If you seek a "soothing" gameplay when playing other stressful games, Crow is your medecine! Just, don't expect this game to
last for long since once you're done with the game, its over! The devs mentioned about future controller support and
achievements implementation so for those who care, there... you have it!

RATING:
7.5 \/ 10. +Simple but also punishing
+No pickups, 3 gamemodes, no pixel graphics, No Bull$hit!

+Great minimalistic arcade bullet hell, 95\/100.

weapons: regular pellet gun, bombs, and boost.

Options menu is lacking a way to remap keyboard controlls, but the default controlls arent bad.

If you die its your own fault, just the way i personally like it.

++The skillcieling is also higher than snoop dogg. I got this for 10 cents out of my Steam Wallet, and it was absolutely worth
every imaginary penny.
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